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Tissue equivalent materials have a variety of uses, including routine quality assurance and quality
control in both diagnostic and therapeutic physics. They are frequently used in a research capacity
to measure doses delivered to patients undergoing various therapeutic procedures. However, very
few tissue equivalent materials have been developed for research use at the low photon energies
encountered in diagnostic radiology. In this paper, we present a series of tissue-equivalent~TE!
materials designed to radiographically mimic human tissue at diagnostic photon energies. These
tissue equivalent materials include STES–NB~newborn soft tissue substitute!, BTES–NB ~new-
born bone tissue substitute!, LTES ~newborn as well as a child/adult lung tissue substitute!, STES
~child/adult soft tissue substitute!, and BTES~child/adult bone tissue substitute!. In all cases,
targeted reference elemental compositions are taken from those specified in the ORNL stylized
computational model series. For each material, reference values of mass density, mass attenuation
coefficients~10–150 keV!, and mass energy-absorption coefficients~10–150 keV! were matched as
closely as permitted by material selection and manufacturing constraints. Values ofm/r andmen/r
for the newborn TE materials are noted to have maximum deviations from their ORNL reference
values of from 0 to23% and from12% to 23%, respectively, over the diagnostic energy range
10–150 keV. For the child/adult TE materials, these same maximal deviations ofm/r andmen/r are
from 11.5% to23% and from13% to 23%, respectively. Simple calculations of x-ray fluence
attenuation under narrow-beam geometry using a 66 kVp spectrum typical of newborn CR radio-
graphs indicate that the tissue-equivalent materials presented here yield estimates of absorbed dose
at depth to within 3.6% for STES–NB, 3.2% for BTES–NB, and 1.2% for LTES of the doses
assigned to reference newborn soft, bone, and lung tissue, respectively. ©2003 American Asso-
ciation of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1592641#

Key words: tissue-equivalent material, muscle-equivalent, bone-equivalent, lung-equivalent,
pediatric radiology, diagnostic physics
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for materials to represent human tissue has
ongoing since Keinbo¨ck in 1906 first proposed water as b
ing muscle equivalent.1 Since that time, refinements and ne
developments have occurred in tissue-equivalent~TE! mate-
rials for use in both diagnostic and therapeutic radiolog2

These materials play a vital role in activities ranging fro
specialized dosimetry research to daily quality assurance
radiation treatment planning. While inexpensive and read
available materials such as acrylic and aluminum are suit
for quality assurance in diagnostic radiology, they may
be suitable for research dosimetry purposes, especially a
low energies~,120 keV! used in pediatric radiology. As par
of our efforts to construct a series of pediatric computatio
models and physical phantoms based upon CT imag
data,3 our research team has developed tissue-equivalent
stitutes that are radiographically representative of the s
skeletal, and lung tissues of the newborn patient. Fur
refinements to these materials have been made so that
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represent these same tissues in older patients~1 year through
the adult!. Targeted reference tissue compositions for t
work were taken as defined by Cristy and Eckerman for
Oak Ridge National Laboratory~ORNL! stylized model
series.4

It is noted that more extensive and organ-specific re
ence elemental compositions have been published suc
given in Publication 46 of the International Commission
Radiological Units and Measurements~ICRU!.5 However,
methods of phantom construction at the University of Flor
~UF! are based upon image segmentation and material di
entiation of only the soft tissue, lung tissue, and skele
tissue regions found in each tomographic image slice.
described previously by Sessionset al.6 for our newborn
stylized dosimetry phantom, internal dose estimates for
tissue organs are determined via internal MOSFET dosim
placement within regions constructed of average soft tiss
equivalent material. Furthermore, experimental uncertain
in MOSFET dosimetry would most likely make efforts t
www.manaraa.com
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develop organ-specific~e.g., liver! soft tissue-equivalent sub
stitutes unjustified.

All tissue substitutes developed at the UF are designe
be simple to manufacture, and to yield a rigid yet machi
able plastic when cured. In the present study, comparis
are made to a variety of other materials currently used
quality assurance measurements and medical dosimetry
ies. As a final demonstration of tissue-equivalency, calcu
tions of simple exponential attenuation and single-collis
absorbed dose at depth are performed at diagnostic ene
under narrow-beam geometry for the UF TE substitut
other TE materials in current use, and the ORNL refere
tissues. The long-term objective of our studies is the c
struction of a physical tomographic model of the newbo
following the CT image segmentation previously describ
by Nipperet al.3

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The tissue-equivalent materials discussed here are
manufactured with an epoxy resin base in which phen
microspheres are used to adjust the mass density. A m
complete discussion of epoxy resin systems, their use in
sue substitutes, as well as the use of phenolic microsph
in these tissue substitutes can be found in papers by W
and his colleagues.7,8 All bone-equivalent materials deve
oped at UF are constructed to represent a homogeneous
ture of cortical and trabecular spongiosa~bone trabeculae
and bone marrow!. The material compositions of each tiss
substitute were adjusted to closely match values of~1! mass
density, ~2! mass attenuation coefficients, and~3! mass
energy-absorption coefficients for the proper ORNL ref
ence tissues over the diagnostic photon energy range a
cable to pediatric radiological examinations. The devel
ment process involved three steps. First iterative adjustm
to White’s original material compositions were made
match both the mass attenuation and mass energy-absor
coefficients of the ORNL reference tissues in the diagno
energy range. Second, phenolic microspheres were
added to match the mass density of each ORNL refere
tissue. Finally, fine adjustments to materials compositi
were made to rematch interaction coefficients over the d
nostic energy range, while maintaining the correct mass d
sity.

A. Soft tissue-equivalent substitute for the newborn
„STES–NB…

The soft tissue-equivalent substitute STES–NB was
veloped to be radiographically equivalent to reference n
born soft tissue as defined by Cristy and Eckerma4

STES–NB is manufactured using a base of Araldite G
6010, an epoxy resin, with Jeffamine T-403, a hardener.
proportions used are roughly similar to those originally p
posed for use at therapeutic photon energies by White
colleagues,7 but adjusted in our research for tissue equiv
lency at diagnostic energies. Filler materials include polye
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 8, August 2003
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ylene, silicon dioxide, and magnesium oxide. Phenolic m
crospheres are also incorporated to produce the desired
density.

B. Bone tissue-equivalent substitute for the newborn
„BTES–NB …

A bone tissue-equivalent substitute BTES–NB was dev
oped to be radiographically equivalent to reference homo
neous newborn skeletal tissue as defined by Cristy
Eckerman.4 BTES–NB, like its soft-tissue counterpa
STES–NB, is manufactured using a base of Araldite G
6010 with a Jeffamine T-403 hardener, in proportions sim
to those originally proposed by White and colleagues.7 Filler
materials for BTES–NB include polyvinyl chloride, silico
dioxide, and calcium carbonate added in proportions nee
to match values of mass density, mass attenuation co
cients, and mass energy–absorption coefficients for OR
reference newborn bone over the diagnostic energy rang

C. Soft and bone TE substitutes for the child Õadult
„STES and BTES …

In the ORNL model series, a different reference elemen
compositions for both soft tissue and homogeneous ske
tissue are defined for all ages of the model series older t
the newborn~1 years, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, and adu!.
In other words, only the newborn model is assigned a uni
soft tissue and skeletal elemental composition. Conseque
adjustments to filler material proportions used in STES–
and BTES–NB were made to create more generic TE sub
tutes for use in phantom construction in this older age ran
In the present study, these TE materials are given the a
nyms STES and BTES without the newborn~NB! modifier.

D. Lung tissue-equivalent substitute for the
newborn Õchild Õadult „LTES…

A lung tissue-equivalent substitute LTES was manuf
tured to be radiographically equivalent to reference lung
sue as defined by Cristy and Eckerman4 in the diagnostic
energy range. In the ORNL model series, the elemental c
position and mass density of the lungs are kept cons
across all ages, and thus only one reference material is
scribed. As with all the other tissue-equivalent materia
LTES is manufactured using a base of Araldite GY-6010 a
Jeffamine T-403. The proportions used were roughly sim
to those originally proposed for lung-tissue substitutes
use in the therapeutic photon energy range by White
colleagues,7,9 but adjusted in this study for tissue equiv
lency at diagnostic energies. In addition to the epoxy re
base, filler materials~polyethylene, silicon dioxide, and mag
nesium oxide! are used to further adjust the mass dens
and energy-dependent values of mass attenuation and
energy-absorption coefficients. Phenolic microspheres are
corporated to reduce the material’s mass density. Final
justments to mass density are accomplished via a foam
process that employs both a foaming agent, DC 1107, an
surfactant, DC 200/50. This procedure is described in de
by White et al.9
www.manaraa.com
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E. Manufacturing process

A manufacturing process similar to that used by Wh
et al.7,9 is employed for these tissue substitutes. The ingre
ents are weighed and added in a specific order to facili
proper mixing of the ingredients as they are combined. F
the epoxy resin is measured, followed by the additions of
ingredients, phenolic microspheres~if used!, and finally the
hardener. After all ingredients are added, the mixture
manually stirred until all ingredients have all been incorp
rated, thus forming a doughy mixture. Only at this point
mechanical mixing begun, in order to minimize loss of d
ingredients. Mechanical mixing is performed with an elect
drill using a paint agitator attachment. Soft tissue formu
tions are mixed three times at five minutes each. Betw
mixings, the material is placed under vacuum for two m
utes each time to evacuate trapped air. Bone formulations
not subjected to a vacuum, as air pockets are released
easily from this less viscous mixture. Lung formulations a
subjected to the same mixing process as the soft tissue
mulations, but without the application of a vacuum, af
which surfactant and foaming agents are added. Additio
mechanical mixing distributes these agents. The mixtur
then poured into release-treated molds and allowed to fo
undisturbed until cured. Further details regarding styliz
phantom construction are given in Sessionset al.6

F. Measurement of TE material mass density

The UF tissue-equivalent substitutes were first compa
to ORNL reference tissues on the basis of mass den
While radiation interaction coefficients for a mixture a
straightforward to calculate, and can be easily adjus
through changes in ingredient amounts within the final m
ture, mass densities do not behave as intuitively as do
interaction coefficients. A simple weighted average of co
ponent densities cannot be taken due to potential chem
changes that can occur during material curing and mixi
consequently, it was important to independently measure
mass densities of each of the new tissue-equivalent mat
prior to their use in phantom construction. These quality
surance measurements were performed for all TE mate
with densities exceeding that of water (rwater50.9975 to
0.9980 g cm23, depending upon temperature! using the
Archimedean principle:

rmaterial5
m

B
3rwater, ~1!

where m is the dry mass of the material whose density
being measured, andB is the buoyancy of that material i
water~given as the difference in the material’s dry mass,m,
and the mass of displaced water with the material s
merged!. The density of LTES, being less than any read
available liquid, was determined in the following manner.
batch of LTES was allowed to cure in a graduated contai
While the LTES took the exact shape of that container,
top of the material pour was slightly convex. Water w
poured until it just covered the top of the material, and t
volume of water was measured in a graduated cylinder
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 8, August 2003
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subtracted from the container’s volume. The mass of the c
tainer was then subtracted from that of the LTES mater
and divided by the measured LTES volume to calculate
mass density.

G. Comparison of radiation interaction coefficients

The UF tissue-equivalent substitutes were first compa
to their corresponding values for the ORNL reference tiss
in terms of bothm/r and men/r as given by the following
expressions:

S m

r D
TE Material

5(
i

wi S m

r D
i

, ~2!

S men

r D
TE Material

5(
i

wi S men

r D
i

, ~3!

wherewi is the mass fraction of elementi in the TE substi-
tute or ORNL reference tissue. Elemental values of b
(m/r) i and (men/r) i were taken from Hubbell and Seltzer10

and Seltzer,11 respectively. As discussed in Attix,12 the
weighting factors in Eq.~2! are more properly expressed a
(12gi)wi , wheregi is the radiation yield fraction for ele
ment i in the TE material. Nevertheless, values ofgi are
essentially zero in the photon energy range of interest in
study ~,150 keV! for all elements considered.

It is also useful to compare the various UF tissue sub
tutes with existing TE materials in terms of their interacti
coefficients over the diagnostic energy range. Several ex
ing tissue substitutes were selected for comparison, includ
acrylic ~also commonly referred to as Plexiglass, Lucite, a
PMMA!, aluminum, air, MS11, IB1, SB5, and LN 10/75
The latter four materials represent those substitutes de
oped by Whiteet al.7,9 that are epoxy resin based, and f
this reason were selected for comparison to the UF system
materials. MS11 is a muscle-equivalent material. IB1 is c
structed to represent an average mixture of osseous b
trabeculae and red marrow defining the interior spongiosa
cancellous bone~22.4% osseous tissue to 77.6% soft tissue!.7

SB5 is a cortical-bone equivalent material, while LN 10/75
a lung-equivalent material. Polystyrene~soft tissue equiva-
lent! was not considered as it is seldom used in diagno
radiology except in scatter measurements.13,14 Our calcula-
tions also show that it does not match the ORNL refere
soft tissues as closely as does acrylic across the energy r
of interest~20 to 80 keV!. Copper, a bone-tissue equivale
material, was excluded from the comparisons as it ne
matches ORNL reference bone tissue as closely as does
minum ~20 to 80 keV!. Acrylic and aluminum were selecte
for comparison because~1! they are commonly used in qua
ity assurance measurements performed on diagnostic eq
ment, including the construction of patient equivalent pha
toms~PEP!;15,16~2! they are both frequently used in phanto
construction for computed and digital radiography;17–20 and
~3! acrylic is the standard material used for QA measu
ments on CT scanners.21,22Air was chosen as it is frequentl
used in combination with copper, aluminum, and acrylic
construction of diagnostic chest phantoms.23
www.manaraa.com
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TABLE I. Material compositions of the UF tissue-equivalent substitutes.

Constituent

Material composition~% by mass!

STES–NB BTES–NB LTES STES BTES

Araldite GY6010 50.7 44.6 49.4 51.8 36.4
Jeffamine T-403 20.3 17.9 19.8 20.7 14.6
Polyethylene 8.0 8.0 8.0
Magnesium oxide 15.5 15.5 15.5
Silicon dioxide 2.0 15.0 2.0 0.5 25.5
Phenolic microspheres 3.5 3.5 3.5
Calcium carbonate 19.5 23.5
Polyvinyl chloride 3.0
DC 1107a 0.8
DC 200/50a 1.0

aDC 1107 and DC 200/50 are a foaming agent and a surfactant, respectively, used to inflate LTES.
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H. Calculations of x-ray attenuation and absorbed
dose at depth

Additional calculations were performed to examine t
tissue equivalency of the UF tissue substitutes in predicti
of absorbed dose at depth. Estimates were made of both~1!
simple exponential attenuation of the x-ray fluence unde
narrow-beam geometry, and~2! the single-collision absorbe
dose at a depthx54 cm in the UF tissue substitutes, th
other TE materials discussed previously, and the corresp
ing ORNL reference tissues. Expressions for the perc
transmission and single-collision point dose at depth are
spectively, given as

Fx

F0
5(

i 51

N

f Ei
exp2F S m

r D
Ei

rxG , ~4!

Dx5(
i 51

N S men

r D
Ei

EiFx,Ei
, ~5!

whereFx andF0 are the total fluence of x rays at depthx
54 cm and the surface, respectively,Ei is the x-ray energy
in the i th energy bin of the x-ray energy spectrum, andf Ei ,
is the relative spectral weight of thei th energy bin. Values of
absorbed dose at depth given by Eq.~5! were based upon a
sampling of 106 x-ray photons.

In the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit~NICU! at Shands
Hospital, radiographs for newborn patients are typically p
formed with a mobile x-ray unit using computed radiograp
~CR! technology. For this comparison, x-ray energy spec
were generated using the tungsten anode spectral m
TASMIP developed by Boone and Siebert.24 TASMIP re-
quires three parameters to generate energy spectra: the
tube potential~kVp!, the voltage ripple, and any added fi
tration. A fixed amount of inherent filtration is assumed
TASMIP if the requested filtration is entered as zero. For
present study, a tube potential of 66 kVp was selected ba
upon the total mass of the ORNL newborn model and pat
mass-dependent technique factors developed in the De
ment of Radiology for imaging newborn patients. Measu
ments of the half-value layer~HVL ! and voltage ripple at a
tube potential of 66 kVp were made on a General Elec
l. 30, No. 8, August 2003
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model 46-125686G8 x-ray unit commonly used for pediat
Shands NICU studies. The measured first half value la
was 2.33 mm Al, and the measured voltage ripple w
25.6%. Values of added filtration were then evaluated ite
tively in a series of Monte Carlo simulations of filtered x-ra
fields until the predicted value of HVL matched the me
sured HVL at 66 kVp. Further experimental details are giv
in Statonet al.25

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparisons of UF tissue substitutes to reference
tissue compositions

The final material compositions of each of the five tissu
equivalent substitutes developed in this study are given
Table I. Corresponding values of the elemental compositi
and mass densities of the newborn tissue substitutes~STES–
NB, BTES–NB, LTES! are given in Table II along with
those of the reference tissues for the ORNL newborn mod4

At the bottom of Table II, two values of effective atom
number are given as~1! Zeff , defined as a mass-weighte
average of the elemental atomic numbers, andZeff

PE defined in
Attix12 and in Johns and Cunningham26 as a more represen
tative quantity for photoelectric absorption. During the d
velopment of the tissue substitutes, it was noted thatZeff and
Zeff

PE were good predictors of how well the TE materials’ ma
attenuation coefficients and mass-energy absorption co
cients, respectively, would match those of the ORNL ref
ence tissues. Table III gives the corresponding values of
emental composition and mass density for the TE substit
for use in construction of dosimetry phantoms at older
tient ages~1 year through the adult!. Again, the reference
tissues listed in Table III are those used in the ORNL mo
series, exclusive of the newborn. Targeted mass dens
were closely matched for all five TE substitutes.

Figure 1 shows the ratio ofm/r ~MAC, mass attenuation
coefficient! for the various newborn TE substitutes to th
corresponding values for the ORNL reference tissues at p
ton energies from 10 to 150 keV. Values ofm/r are noted to
www.manaraa.com
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TABLE II. Elemental composition and effective atomic numbers for both the UF newborn tissue-equiv
substitutes and their corresponding reference tissue compositions given for the ORNL newborn model.a

Element

Elemental composition~% by mass!

STES–NB
Reference
soft tissue BTES–NB

Reference
bone tissue LTES

Reference
lung tissue

H 7.0 10.625 5.1 7.995 7.0 10.134
C 58.1 14.964 46.2 9.708 57.4 10.238
N 2.1 1.681 1.9 2.712 2.1 2.866
O 22.3 71.830 30.2 66.811 22.4 75.752
Na 0.075 0.314 0.184
Mg 9.4 0.019 0.143 9.3 0.007
Si 1.0 7.0 1.7 0.006
P 0.179 3.712 0.080
S 0.240 0.314 0.225
Cl 0.1 0.079 1.8 0.140 0.1 0.266
K 0.301 0.148 0.194
Ca 0.003 7.8 7.995 0.009
Fe 0.004 0.008 0.037
Zn 0.001
Rb 0.001

Density 1.04 g/cm3 1.04 g/cm3 1.22 g/cm3 1.22 g/cm3 0.30 g/cm3 0.296 g/cm3

Zeff 6.77 7.02 8.22 8.51 6.83 7.14
Zeff

PE 7.65 7.55 10.95 10.84 7.77 7.69

aNotes:Zeff5(iwiZi and Zeff
PE53.5A( iaiZi

3.5 and ai5@(wiZi /Ai)/( i(wiZi /Ai)#, wherewi , Zi , and Ai are the
mass fraction, atomic number, and mass number, respectively, of elementi.
,
c-
m-
and
utes
differ by 20.8%~15 keV! to 23.3%~110–150 keV! of their
reference values across this energy range for STES–NB
20.1% ~20 keV! to 22.6% ~140–150 keV! for BTES–NB,
and by20.3%~15 keV! to 22.9%~120–150 keV! for LTES.
l. 30, No. 8, August 2003
by
It can be seen that allm/r values underestimate their respe
tive reference values. This is due to the fact that more e
phasis was placed on first matching the mass density
mass energy-absorption coefficients of the tissue substit
eeded
ORNL
TABLE III. Elemental composition and effective atomic numbers for the UF tissue-equivalent substitutes n
for phantom construction at ages of 1 year and older. Reference tissue compositions are taken from the
model series at similar ages.a

Element

Elemental composition~% by mass!

STES
Reference
soft tissue BTES

Reference
bone tissue LTES

Reference
lung tissue

H 7.2 10.454 4.0 7.337 7.0 10.134
C 59.2 22.663 37.8 25.475 57.4 10.238
N 2.2 2.490 1.5 3.057 2.1 2.866
O 21.8 63.525 35.3 47.893 22.4 75.752
F 0.025
Na 0.112 0.326 0.184
Mg 9.3 0.013 0.112 9.3 0.007
Si 0.2 0.030 11.9 0.002 1.7 0.006
P 0.134 5.095 0.080
S 0.204 0.173 0.225
Cl 0.1 0.133 0.1 0.143 0.1 0.266
K 0.208 0.153 0.194
Ca 0.024 9.4 10.190 0.009
Fe 0.005 0.008 0.037
Zn 0.003 0.005 0.001
Rb 0.001 0.002 0.001
Zr 0.001
Sr 0.003
Pb 0.001

Density 1.04 g/cm3 1.04 g/cm3 1.40 g/cm3 1.4 g/cm3 0.30 g/cm3 0.296 g/cm3

Zeff 6.69 6.86 8.80 8.59 6.83 7.14
Zeff

PE 7.53 7.43 11.48 11.36 7.77 7.69

aNotes:Zeff5(iwiZi and Zeff
PE53.5A( iaiZi

3.5 and ai5@(wiZi /Ai)/( i(wiZi /Ai)#, wherewi , Zi , and Ai are the
mass fraction, atomic number, and mass number, respectively, of elementi.
www.manaraa.com
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to those of the corresponding reference tissues. Corresp
ing ratios of men/r ~MEAC, mass energy-absorptio
coefficient! are given in Fig. 2 for these same materials. V
ues ofmen/r range from11.0% ~30 keV! to 23.2% ~150
keV! of their reference values across this energy range
STES–NB, from10.8% ~40 keV! to 22.2% ~150 keV! for
BTES–NB, and from11.7% ~30 keV! to 22.7% ~140–150
keV! for LTES. In the energy 20–80 keV, values ofmen/r
for the three newborn tissue substitutes vary less than62%
from their reference values. At higher energies~80–140
keV!, values ofmen/r underestimate their reference valu
from 21% ~BTES–NB! to 23% ~STES–NB!.

Figure 3 plots the ratio ofm/r for STES, BTES, and LTES
to their corresponding values for the ORNL reference tiss
over the energy range of 10 to 150 keV. Values ofm/r for
STES are noted to vary from11.4% ~15 keV! to 23.0%
~100–150 keV! of their reference values for STES, from
12.4% ~10 keV! to 22.6% ~130–150 keV! for BTES, and
from 20.3% ~15 keV! to 22.9% ~120–150 keV! for LTES.

FIG. 1. Ratios of mass attenuation coefficients~MAC or m/r! for the STES–
NB, BTES–NB, and LTES tissue substitutes to their corresponding re
ence values~ORNL newborn model! as a function of photon energy.

FIG. 2. Ratios of mass energy-absorption coefficients~MEAC or men/r) for
the STES–NB, BTES–NB, and LTES tissue substitutes to their corresp
ing reference values~ORNL newborn model! as a function of photon energy
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 8, August 2003
d-

-

r

s

Corresponding ratios ofmen/r for these same materials ar
given in Fig. 4. Values ofmen/r for STES range from
12.0% ~30 keV! to 22.9% ~150 keV! of their reference
values, from12.9% ~10 keV! to 22.5% ~150 keV! for
BTES, and from11.7%~30 keV! to 22.7%~140–150 keV!
for LTES. In the primary energy range of interest in diagno
tic imaging ~20 to 80 keV!, values ofmen/r for the tissue
substitutes needed for phantom construction at these o
ages vary less than62% of the ORNL reference values.

B. Comparison of UF tissue substitutes to other TE
materials

Figure 5 plots the ratio of bothm/r and men/r for
STES–NB and acrylic to the corresponding ORNL newbo
reference tissues4 as a function of photon energy from 10 t
150 keV. STES–NB is not compared to MS11 because
tissue substitutes developed by Whiteet al. were not de-
signed to simulate newborn tissues.7 Acrylic is shown to ap-
proach the tissue equivalency of STES–NB only at energ

r-

d-

FIG. 3. Ratios of mass attenuation coefficients~MAC! for the STES, BTES,
and LTES tissue substitutes to their corresponding reference values~ORNL
child/adult models! as a function of photon energy.

FIG. 4. Ratios of mass energy-absorption coefficients~MEAC! for the STES,
BTES, and LTES tissue substitutes to their corresponding reference va
~ORNL child/adult models! as a function of photon energy.
www.manaraa.com
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exceeding 80 keV in terms ofm/r and at energies exceedin
130–140 keV in terms ofmen/r. Figure 6 gives a similar
comparison between BTES–NB and aluminum over
same energy range. Comparable conclusions are draw
that aluminum approaches the tissue equivalency
BTES–NB only at energies exceeding 80 and 130–140 k
in terms ofm/r andmen/r, respectively.

Figure 7 shows data demonstrating the tissue equivale
of LTES in comparison both to White’s LN 10/75 lun
substitute9 and to air. Air is shown to have interaction coe
ficients that are from26% to210% of the ORNL reference
lung tissue. At the higher energies~.80 keV!, the agreemen
with reference lung tissue formen/r is slightly better for LN
10/75 ~ratios of 0.988–0.983! than for LTES ~ratios of
0.985–0.973!. Values ofmen/r for LTES, however, begin to
exceed those ORNL reference lung tissue at lower ener
~,60 keV!, and thus a weighting ofmen/r for LTES over a

FIG. 5. Ratios of bothm/r and men/r for STES–NB and acrylic to their
corresponding reference values~ORNL newborn model! as a function of
photon energy.

FIG. 6. Ratios of bothm/r andmen/r for BTES–NB and aluminum to their
corresponding reference values~ORNL newborn model! as a function of
photon energy.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 8, August 2003
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typical diagnostic energy spectrum would potentially sh
improved lung tissue equivalency than seen for LN 10/75
construction of either newborn or child/adult dosimet
phantoms.

In Fig. 8 we compare the tissue equivalency of STES b
with White’s muscle-equivalent substitute MS11 and w
acrylic. While all materials show essentially equivale
agreement with interaction coefficients for reference ch
adult soft tissue at energies exceeding;100 keV, acrylic is
shown to continually underestimate values ofm/r andmen/r
at lower and lower photon energies. Values ofm/r for both
STES and MS11, relative to the ORNL reference soft tiss
for the child/adult, are reasonably comparable at all pho
energies. However, the agreement in values ofmen/r is im-
proved for STES over MS11 at energies below 100 keV.

A final series of comparisons for bone-equivalent mate
als are given in Figs. 9 and 10 form/r and men/r, respec-
tively. In addition to BTES, comparisons to ORNL referen

FIG. 7. Ratios of bothm/r andmen/r for LTES, LN10/75, and air to their
corresponding reference values~ORNL newborn and child/adult models! as
a function of photon energy.

FIG. 8. Ratios of bothm/r andmen/r for STES, MS11, and acrylic to their
corresponding reference values~ORNL child/adult models! as a function of
photon energy.
www.manaraa.com
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bone tissue~child/adult! are given for White’s spongiosa sub
stitute~IB1!, White’s cortical bone substitute~SB5!, and alu-
minum. Another set of plots is given in which the curves f
IB1 and SB5 are weighted in proportions representative
cortical and trabecular bone in Reference Man.27,28As shown
in Fig. 9, agreement with reference bone tissue in value
m/r are shown to be comparable for all materials at pho
energies of 100 keV and higher. The data of Fig. 10 indic
that similar agreement in terms of reference values ofmen/r
are not seen until the photon energies exceed perhaps
keV. Values of bothm/r andmen/r for BTES are shown to

FIG. 9. Ratios ofm/r for BTES, IB1, SB5, weighted combination of IB1 an
SB5, and aluminum to their corresponding reference values~ORNL child/
adult models! as a function of photon energy.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 8, August 2003
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closely match~within a few percent! those for the ORNL
reference bone tissue for the child/adult across the full
ergy range of interest in pediatric radiology.

C. Calculations of x-ray attenuation and absorbed
dose at depth

Table IV gives results for both x-ray attenuation and po
absorbed dose at 4 cm depth for each of the five refere
tissues and other TE materials discussed previously. Per
differences are shown for each value relative to those de
mined in the corresponding ORNL reference tissues. Per

FIG. 10. Ratios ofmen/r for BTES, IB1, SB5, weighted combination of IB1
and SB5, and aluminum to their corresponding reference values~ORNL
child/adult models! as a function of photon energy.
th. The

TABLE IV. Results for calculations of narrow-beam photon transmission~66 kVp energy spectrum! through 4
cm of tissue-equivalent material and the resulting single-collision absorbed dose delivered at that dep
absorbed dose is calculated based upon an emission of 106 x-ray photons.

Tissue-equivalent material

Percent
transmission

~%!

% Difference
from reference

tissue

Absorbed dose
at 4 cm depth

~mGy!

% Difference
from reference

tissue

Soft tissue
STES–NB 27.7 12.6% 0.145 13.6%
Acrylic 27.8 13.0% 0.098 230.0%
Reference soft tissue~newborn! 27.0 0.140
STES 28.1 11.4% 0.143 13.6%
MS11 28.4 12.5% 0.161 116.7%
Reference soft tissue~child/adult! 27.7 0.138

Bone tissue
BTES–NB 10.8 11.9% 0.130 13.2%
Aluminum 0.6 294.3% 0.008 293.7%
Reference bone tissue~newborn! 10.6 0.126
BTES 6.6 25.7% 0.086 24.4%
IB1 15.0 1114% 0.347 1285%
SB5 1.3 281.4% 0.025 272.2%
20% IB1180% SB5 2.1 270.0% 0.037 258.9%
Reference bone tissue~child/adult! 7.0 0.090

Lung tissue
LTES 67.0 10.1% 0.420 11.2%
Air 99.8 149.2% 0.631 152.0%
LN 75/100 66.4 20.7% 0.408 21.7%
Reference lung tissue 66.9 0.415
www.manaraa.com
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differences in absorbed dose are shown to be13.6% for both
the newborn and child/adult soft tissue-equivalent substitu
STES–NB and STES. Similarly, dosimetry errors are no
to be13.2% of reference values for newborn skeletal tiss
24.4% for child/adult skeletal tissue, and11.2% for lung
tissue~both newborn and child/adult!. Of the materials de-
veloped by Whiteet al.,7–9 only the lung equivalent materia
LN 75/100 shows a comparable level of agreement to
ORNL reference tissues~percent difference of21.7%!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Five tissue-equivalent substitutes are presented for us
the construction of tomographic, or image-based, phant
for organ dose assessment in pediatric radiology.3,6 STES–
NB, BTES–NB, and LTES are described and characteri
as materials radiographically mimicking the soft tissue, sk
etal tissues, and lung tissues of the newborn patient. In t
development, the elemental compositions given by Cr
and Eckerman4 for the ORNL newborn stylized computa
tional model are used as a reference standard for their m
facture. In the ORNL model series, no changes are noted
lung tissues between the newborn and the models of o
individuals~1 year old through adult!, and thus only a single
lung-equivalent material has been developed. Additiona
STES and BTES are described and characterized as m
ing the soft tissue and skeletal tissues of the child~1 year to
15 year! and adult.

Values ofm/r for the newborn tissue substitutes STES
NB, BTES–NB, and LTES are noted to underestimate th
values for the reference tissues by approximately 3.3
2.5%, and 2.9%, respectively, at photon energies excee
80–90 keV~see Fig. 1!. As the photon energy decreases, t
agreement improves to within 1% at 15–20 keV. Values
men/r for these same materials are shown to overestim
their values for reference tissues between 20 and 60–70
by 1–2 %, and then underestimate their values for refere
tissues at higher energies~see Fig. 2!. At 120 keV, for ex-
ample, STES–NB, BTES–NB, and LTES are noted to u
derestimate values ofmen/r for reference tissues by 2.9%
2.5%, and 1.8%, respectively. As shown in Figs. 3 and
comparable comparisons of bothm/r and men/r to ORNL
reference tissues are noted for the tissue substitutes S
and BTES. Estimates of point absorbed dose at 4 cm d
are given in Table IV which indicate dosimetry errors fro
reference tissues of between 3.2% to 4.4% for STES–
STES, and BTES–NB and 1.2% for LTES. The good agr
ment seen for STES–NB, BTES–NB, and LTES in th
comparisons to ORNL reference newborn tissues allows
to proceed with the construction of physical tomograp
model of the newborn following the CT image segmentat
previously described by Nipperet al.3
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